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I.

Answer the following in one sentence each:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

II.

III.

IV.

8 × 5 = 40

Write short notes on special aptitude
What is mental retardation? Briefly explain the classification given by APA?.
Write a note on Autism.
Define attitude. Explain the components of attitude.
What are the effects of substance abuse?
Write a note on existential therapy.
What is prejudice? Explain the growth of prejudice.
Explain the stages of counselling.
What are the adverse environmental effects on human behaviour?
What is psychoanalysis?
Explain the various skills necessary for counselling.
Write and explain the coping mechanisms for stress related disorders.

Answer any two of the following in 30-35 sentences each:
35.
36.
37.
38.

2 × 10 = 20

Describe intelligence.
Explain creativity.
What is personality?
Briefly explain rationalization.
Write the major symptoms of panic disorders.
Mention the goals of psychotherapy.
Which are the 2 main techniques used in psychodynamic therapy?
What is empathy?
What is role conflict? When does it occur?
What does environmental psychology deal about?
What is token economy?
How does anxiety effect individuals.

Answer any 8 of the following in 15-20 sentences each:
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

1 × 10 = 10

Define intelligence according to Binet and Simon.
Who gave the concept of mental age?
What is the meaning of the word ‘persona’?
What is distress?
What is social distance?
Expand ADHD.
What is conformity?
What is ecology?
What is the meaning of empathy?
What is pollution?

Answer the following in 2 sentences each:
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Max. Marks:100

Explain assessment of personality techniques
Define cognitive therapy with its approaches.
Explain the factors influencing abnormal behaviour.
Elaborate on the dissociative disorders.

2 × 10 = 20

Practical
V.

Answer any two of the following
39. Write the plan and procedure to study Maudsley Medical Questionnaire
40. Write the plan and procedure used to study using GMA.
41. Explain the plan and procedure to study sociometry

5 × 2 = 10
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Time: 3 Hours 15 Minutes
I.

Max. Marks:100
1 × 10 = 10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Answer the following in one sentence each
Expand WAIS and WISC
Who proposed the Type A /Type B personality types?
What is stress?
Who systematized yoga?
Define mental disorder according to Wakefield.
What is social phobia?
What is prejudice?
What is dissent?
What is ecology?
Define counselling according to Roger.

2 × 10 = 20

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Answer the following in 2-3 sentences each:
What is artificial intelligence?
Write the correlation between age and creativity.
Explain Jung’s trait approaches.
Explain pressure.
What is depression?
What is aversion therapy?
Explain the realistic conflict theory.
What is social loafing?
What is cognition?
What is pro-environmental behaviour?
What is noise?
What is directive counselling?

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Answer any 8 of the following in 15-20 sentences each:
Explain the psychodynamic approaches to personality.
Explain the psychosexual stages of development.
Write the different types of somatoform disorders.
Write a short note on schizophrenia.
Write the important properties of attitude.
Write the different strategies used to handle prejudice.
How are groups formed?
Write a brief note on co-operation and competition.
Give a short note on crowding.
What are the characteristics of a good counsellor?
Explain eclectic therapy.
What is educational counselling?

II.

III.

5 × 8 = 40

IV.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Answer any two of the following in 30-35 sentences each;
Explain Erik Erikson’s psycho-social development.
Explain different types of anxiety disorders.
Brief the process of attitude formation.
Explain the process of aggression.

2 × 10 =20

Practical
V.

Answer any two of the following
5 × 2 = 10
39. Write the plan and procedure to determine the social structure by sociometric method.
40. Write the plan and procedure adopted to study the trait of friendliness of your subject by using self
rating.
41. Write the plan and procedure to determine the personality of the subject using Sach’s sentence
completion test.

